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Supercontinuum generation has been widely applied in laser spectroscopy and few-cycle pulse generation. It is
composed of complex and unmeasurable nonlinear optical effects, which influence the final broadened spectrum
markedly. To describe and characterize the two key processes, the Kerr effect and ionization, we employ two
nonlinear integrals, including the common B integral for the Kerr effect and a P integral for ionization or plasma
effect. With these integrals, the contributions of Kerr and plasma effects in the supercontinuum generation are
identified and determined quantitatively. Then we utilize machine learning to construct a multilayer perceptron
neural network to obtain the solution of the propagation equation for a femtosecond pulse in a solid medium.
We employ supervised and unsupervised training with both experimental and simulation data to train the neural
network for a better accuracy of the calculation. The trained network can take the input and broadened spectra of
the pulse to compute initial laser parameters and the B and P integrals instantly so that the contributions of Kerr
and plasma effects in the supercontinuum generation may be quantified in real time, unveiling the nonlinearities
behind the spectral evolution. This method provides a more accurate understanding of the physics of the
entangled nonlinear optics effects and a faster and more convenient tool in the investigation of nonlinear optics.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.4.013035
I. INTRODUCTION

Attosecond optics is one of the most eminent frontiers of
atomic, molecular, and optical physics, an energetic interdisciplinary research area combining strong-field physics and
ultrafast optics [1]. The essence of attosecond optics is the
generation of attosecond optical pulses through high-order
harmonic generation (HHG) and the examination of electronic
motion on atomic scale with such pulses [2]. Transient spectroscopy with attosecond pulses ensures a compelling tool to
enhance our understanding of ultrafast electronic processes
in multibody systems, where the collective electronic motion
and correlation mechanisms symbolize the core issues in both
theoretical and experimental research [3].
However, one of the key issues in attosecond optics is
that the photon flux in HHG is extremely low. Although
extreme ultraviolet pulses ∼50 as have been demonstrated
[4,5], a typical attosecond pulse produced by millijoule-level
femtosecond driving pulses contains only about 1 nJ energy [6,7], which is not enough to carry out autocorrelation,
nonlinear optics, or multiphoton process experiments. To
characterize an attosecond pulse or perform an attosecond
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transient absorption experiment, a femtosecond laser pulse
is usually required to engage atto-femto cross-correlation [5]
or pump-probe [8] operations. The probability of two-photon
ionization, the most basic and the lowest order nonlinear
process, is determined by P (2) = σ (2) τ (Ix /Ex )2 , where σ (2)
is the two-photon ionization cross-section, while τ , Ix , and
Ex are the pulse duration, intensity, and photon energy of
the attosecond pulse. Due to the extremely small σ (2) , the
probability of two-photon ionization is terribly low, notably
at low intensities. As a rule of thumb, we may state that
the nonlinear process is observable when the probability of
two-photon ionization equals that of one-photon ionization
P (1) = σ (1) τ Ix /Ex with σ (1) as the single-photon ionization
cross-section. Assuming Ex = 25 eV, just above the helium
ionization potential at which either one- or two-photon ionization may occur, and taking σ (1) ≈ 7.2 × 10−18 cm2 [9,10]
and σ (2) ≈ 3 × 10−52 cm4 s [11] for helium, an intensity of
Ix ≈ 9.6 × 1016 W/cm2 is required to have P (2) ≈ P (1) . For
a pulse duration of 100 as and a beam diameter of 5 μm, a
pulse energy of 1.9 μJ is required to reach such an intensity.
Therefore, we may claim that ∼1 μJ pulse energy would be
the lower limit to study nonlinear atto-optics.
Considering a conversion efficiency ∼10−5 to 10−7 for
HHG and attosecond pulse generation [6,12], one way to
produce a 1 μJ attosecond pulse is to use a femtosecond
pulse with 1 J energy. In attosecond pulse generation, few- or
monocycle driving pulses would certainly be highly efficient
since an isolated attosecond pulse is generated within only a
half cycle of the driver [13]. The key component in an efficient
high-energy attosecond source is, therefore, a high-energy
femtosecond few-cycle driving laser.
Published by the American Physical Society
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Supercontinuum generation leading to coherent emissions
in ultraviolet, visible, and infrared bands through self-phase
modulation (SPM) [14,15] of narrow-band driving pulses
has been investigated since lasers were invented [16–18],
realizing broadband radiation sources for a range of applications [19,20] including ultrafast spectroscopy [21,22],
high-precision frequency metrology [23], optical coherence
tomography [24], intrapulse difference frequency generation
[25–27], seeding for an optical parametric amplifier [28] or
optical parametric chirped-pulse amplifiers [29–31], highpower pulse compression [1,32–36], probing laser-plasma
interactions [37], extreme nonlinear optics [38], short pulse
synthesis [39–41] as well as HHG [42,43] and isolated attosecond pulse generation [5,44,45]. Coherent near-octave-,
octave-, or multi-octave-spanning spectra, generated in gas
[46–49], liquid [16,50–53], solid-state materials [32,33,52–
62], or multiple thin plates (MTPs) of dielectrics [55,63–
73] as well as in optical fiber [74–76], gas-filled hollow-core
fiber (HCF) [39,41,77–87], gas-filled photonic crystal fiber
[88], ZBLAN fiber [89], silicon photonic wire [90], silicon nitride waveguide [91], orientation-patterned gallium phosphide
[92], cascade of different materials [93], or a nonlinear telescope [94], may be employed to produce few- to monocycle
light pulses.
Nowadays, it is popular to compress multicycle femtosecond pulses with HCFs [77–87] or MTPs [64–73,95]
plus chirped mirrors to generate few-cycle pulses. Since the
beam exits a short slab of dielectrics before self-focusing
starts to take effect, thin plates [1,32,34,54] may be used
to minimize catastrophic self-focusing [96,97], which causes
optical breakdown and permanent damage in a solid medium
[98–102]. To generate a continuum broad enough, SPM in
multiple Kerr elements was proposed theoretically [103,104]
and presented experimentally [55,63,64]. By dividing a bulk
solid medium into separated thin pieces, the laser pulse
is spectrally broadened via SPM in each thin plate, while
the minimal beam cross-section (focal spot) produced by
self-focusing is brought out of the high-density solid so
that ionization and filamentation caused by self-focusing are
greatly reduced [64,68]. Since generating few-cycle femtosecond pulses with MTPs was demonstrated [64], this
scheme has been employed for different pulse energies, in
different wavelength ranges [65–67,69–73,95], or in a cascade of compression setups [105–110]. Solid-state material
also has the potential to generate high-power ultrafast laser
pulses [1,34,111–113]. The advancement of high-power fewto monocycle laser sources [20] is critical for frontier applications such as high-energy attosecond pulse generation,
nonlinear optics, ultrafast optics, and strong-field physics.
However, even with MTPs, conical emission [114,115],
shown as the rings outside the center peak in the output
beam, has been observed in experiments [64]. Conical emission appears when filamentation occurs, and experimental and
numerical investigations have proved plasma generation to
be one of the main factors resulting in such rainbow ring
structures [116–118]. This indicates that serious ionization
and plasma formation still exist even in thin plates. Surprisingly, self-compressed annular-shaped few-cycle pulses have
been demonstrated in the rainbow rings formed by conical emission in MTPs at 800 nm central wavelength [119],

which makes conical emission a useful tool in few-cycle pulse
generation.
Therefore, it is of extreme importance to understand
ionization and plasma formation in the supercontinuum generation process [120] as femtosecond pulses propagate through
a solid medium. Specifically, understanding the individual
effect of SPM and ionization as well as the interplay between
them is crucial to control the relative strength of these effects
and may lead to a better characterization of the generated
supercontinuum and a chance to produce shorter and stronger
few-cycle pulses.
Unfortunately, the Kerr effect and ionization, as discussed
above, are entangled with each other as short laser pulses
propagate through the medium and cannot be measured or
characterized individually in experiments. Traditionally, in
nonlinear optics,
a B integral [121] has been defined as
z
max(nkerr )dz, where z is the position in the
BKerr = 2π
λ 0
propagation direction, nkerr the change of the refractive index of the medium induced by Kerr effect, and λ the laser
wavelength, representing the total nonlinear phase shift accumulated as the laser beam propagates through a medium,
which is also an indicator of the strength or efficiency of the
Kerr effect. In supercontinuum generation, the B integral also
dictates how wide the spectrum is broadened [20]. On the
contrary, there was no such quantity to describe ionization.
However, the net change of the refractive index promoted by
the laser field n = n0 + nkerr + nplasma has contributions
from both the Kerr effect and ionization (plasma formation),
where n0 is the linear refractive index. To describe the overall
nonlinear effect as well as the interplay of Kerr and ionization
effects, we define a P integral, like the B integral, to represent
the phase change induced
 z by plasma as well as the strength
of ionization Pion = 2π
max(nplasma )dz. With these two
λ 0
parallel integrals, the two key processes in supercontinuum
generation, the Kerr effect and ionization, may be described,
characterized, and compared with each other.
In this paper, we investigate spectral broadening of femtosecond laser pulses in a solid medium numerically and
experimentally. In the numerical simulations, we solve a
three-dimensional (3D) nonlinear envelope equation (NEE) to
predict the final output spectrum as well as calculate the B
and P integrals for the entire propagation through the medium.
In the experiments, we measure the energies, spectra, and
widths of the input and spectrally broadened pulses as well
as the beam size on the medium to make comparison with
the numerical results. However, solving the NEE numerically,
especially in 3D, requires a large amount of computational
power and is time consuming. At the same time, although
solving the NEE produces values of all the output parameters
in the numerical results, not all the parameters are measurable
in experiments. The B and P integrals cannot be measured
directly, while measuring the spectral phase of the output
pulse is quite a challenging task. Among all the parameters
of femtosecond pulses, only energy and spectra are readily
accessible in experiments. Consequently, it becomes problematic to extract thorough physical insights from comparisons
between experimental and numerical results.
Fortunately, this almost insurmountable problem seems to
have found glimmers of hope with the evolution of machine
learning. In the field of artificial intelligence, machine
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learning is one of the basic methods which makes decisions
and predictions of real-world events by parsing and learning
data through specific algorithms. It can establish a relationship
between a series of seemingly causal data, and if the learning
model is trained well, predictions of corresponding parameters may be obtained instantly. This method injects vigor
into ultrafast laser field, and many works based on machine
learning have been reported [122,123]. Among algorithms of
machine learning, the artificial neural network, also termed
as the multilayer perceptron (MLP), has been proved to be
capable of approximating almost any continuous function
universally [124], which means MLPs may be employed
to fit the NEE. Unlike the traditional NEE solving process,
the calculation of MLPs could be accelerated by parallel
processing, which provides the possibility of finding the initial
laser parameters from the broadened spectrum in real time.
Here, we apply a fully connected MLP neural network
in the spectral broadening process to map the relationship
between the broadened output spectrum and initial laser
parameters as well as nonlinear parameters, including B and
P integrals, as the laser pulse propagates through a piece of
solid medium. Taking advantage of its efficient algorithm,
the MLP network is capable of computing propagation
parameters, only needing of the initial and final spectra.
We realize reverse investigation on pulse propagation in the
spectral broadening process as well as quantitative analysis
of the key nonlinear processes in supercontinuum generation
experimentally and numerically.
Due to its consistency in processing data and approximating continuous functions, a well-trained MLP network can
combine simulated data with experimental results to realize
the computation of parameters that cannot be measured experimentally. Through the network structure of the MLP, the
measurable parameters are connected with the unmeasurable
ones, which provides a rigorous mechanism for us to estimate the unmeasurable parameters of a physical process to
gain deeper insights of the intermediate states not accessible
before. This initiative will have a significant impact on the
research and applications of spectral broadening, supercontinuum and few-cycle pulse generation, as well as nonlinear
and ultrafast optics in general.
II. PROPAGATION EQUATION

To identify the relationships between spectra and initial
laser parameters as well as the nonlinear effects that pulses
experience during laser-matter interaction, we use the NEE
to simulate the propagation process of a femtosecond pulse
inside nonlinear material, which ensures that the numerical
relationships obtained are firmly grounded in physical theory.
The 2D + 1 NEE is written as
∂zU =

i −1
ω0
n2 T | U |2U
T ∇⊥U + iDU + i
2k0
c
−i

β (κ )
σ
k0
|U |2κ−2U − ρU,
T −1 ρU −
2n0 ρc
2
2

(1)

where the optical processes such as dispersion, SPM, selfsteepening, multiphoton absorption and plasma formation are
introduced. Here U (r, z, t ) is the electric field envelope, k0 the
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central wave vector, and ω0 the central angular frequency. T =
1 + (i/ω0 )(∂/∂t ) is a differential time operator for spatiotemporal coupling [125]. D is the dispersion coefficients at the
center frequency which includes the effect of group velocity
dispersion (GVD) and third-order dispersion (TOD), c the
speed of light and n2 the nonlinear refractive index coefficient
of the medium. The last three terms all belong to plasma generation process, where we apply Keldysh’s multiphoton model
for free electron density calculation, ρc is the critical plasma
density, β (κ ) is the coefficient for multiphoton absorption, σ
the cross-section of collisional ionization, and the multiphoton
ionization factor κ is equal to 7 [99] under our conditions, including that the center wavelength is 800 nm and the medium
is sapphire. If the laser intensity reaches 1013 W/cm2 , the
photoionization rate must include contribution of tunneling
ionization [117]. The plasma density ρ in Eq. (1) satisfies the
equation below which is widely applied in photon-ionization
investigations:
∂ρ
σ ρ|U |2
ρ
−
,
= WI (|U |2 ) +
∂t
Ui
τrec

(2)

where WI is the photo-ionization rate, Ui the ionization potential, and τrec the average time of electron recombination
or attachment with neighboring ions. It is worth mentioning that τrec is considered because it has the same order of
magnitude as the input pulse duration. To solve the NEE,
we use a standard split-step Fourier algorithm treating dispersion in the frequency domain and the nonlinearity in the
time domain. For the initial parameter setting, our general
idea is to approximate experimental parameters as close as
possible, which is also convenient for the subsequent training
of the MLP neural network with combined experiment and
simulation data, guaranteeing the prediction accuracy as well.
We fix a 2-mm-thick sapphire as the nonlinear material in this
paper. Although the laser-induced nonlinearities of different
materials are of great interest as well, we decided to save this
topic for a future discussion. Here, we set the initial pulse
energy ranging from 10 to 30 μJ, pulse spot radius from 100
to 200 μm (on sapphire), and pulse duration from 30 to 100 fs,
while they are close to the Fourier transform limit to eliminate
the influence of pulse chirp. The spatiotemporal form of the
input pulse is approximately a Gaussian shape; then the output
spectrum is acquired numerically by the NEE simulation.
III. QUANTIFICATION OF NONLINEAR EFFECTS

In supercontinuum generation, the Kerr effect and ionization (plasma effect) are the two key nonlinear processes
responsible for spectral broadening. In general, a broad output spectrum, especially symmetrically broadened, indicates
a strong Kerr effect, while an asymmetric and blueshifted
output spectrum implies a significant plasma effect and selfsteepening, as observed frequently in spectral broadening
experiments. However, these judgments are imprecise and
need to be improved. Unfortunately, the Kerr effect and ionization, as discussed earlier, are entangled with each other
and cannot be measured or characterized separately in experiments. To gain profound insight into these two effects, we
must rely on numerical simulations of the laser propagation
with the NEE. Traditionally, a B integral [121] has been
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FIG. 1. (a) The numerically simulated integrands of B and P integrals (nKerr and nplasma ) as functions of pulse propagation distance. The
input parameters are the pulse duration τ = 40 fs, beam radius r = 0.1 mm, pulse energy E = 0.02 mJ, and focus length f = 150 mm, and the
2 mm sapphire plate is set 5 mm before the focal point. Before the formation of the filament, plasma almost has no effect on pulse evolution,
while the Kerr effect is not strong either. When optical clamping occurs ∼1.6 mm, the strengths of both nonlinear effects increase sharply.
(b) The variation of pulse intensity and energy with propagation distance. During the propagation, low and high ionization stages are experienced, and the high ionization stage is covered by the yellow shadow. The plasma density generated by the peak intensity is ∼1.63 × 1015 mm–3 .

defined to assess the nonlinear phase accumulation in laser
amplifiers, which is an indicator of the strength or efficiency
of the Kerr effect. In supercontinuum generation, the B integral also implies how wide the spectrum is broadened. The
total change of the refractive index caused by the laser field
has contributions from both the Kerr effect and ionization
(plasma formation). To describe the overall nonlinear effect,
a quantity to express the strength of ionization is necessary.
Therefore, we define a P integral, like the B integral, to represent the phase change induced by plasma. They also provide
a convenient and efficient method to bridge experimental data
and numerical results, although not directly, and act as guidance for the control and optimization of these two nonlinear
effects.
In general, the nonlinear effect is described in terms of
its contribution to the refractive index n = n0 + nKerr +
nplasma = n0 + n2 I + nplasma , so the accumulated phase
shift generated by Kerr effects along the laser beam axis
during propagation is determined by the B integral:


2π n2 z
2π z
BKerr =
max (nKerr )dz =
Imax dz. (3)
λ 0
λ
0
Similarly, the plasma induced phase change is expressed by a
P-integral
 z

π e2
2π z
Pion =
max (nplasma )dz = −
ρmax dz, (4)
λ 0
mcω0 0
and the variation of refractive index is deduced from the frequency shift caused by the ionized free electrons nplasma =
−ωρ2 /2ω02 = −2π e2 ρ/mω02 , where e is the electron charge

(positive value), m the electron mass, and ω p = 4π e2 ρ/m
the characteristic plasma angular frequency. Meanwhile, Imax

and ρmax are the peak intensity and peak plasma density,
respectively, in the spatial-temporal space (r, t) at each z
position. These two integrals are calculated as the NEE is
numerically solved, and they are sufficient to distinguish and
characterize Kerr and plasma effects.
Figure 1 shows the simulated integrands of B and P integrals, nKerr and nplasma , change as the pulse propagates
in a sapphire plate. The input pulse parameters in the simulations are based on typical experimental conditions when a
supercontinuum is acquired in a single filament formed in the
solid medium. Firstly, Fig. 1(a) shows that, before filament
occurs, the Kerr effect nKerr plays the major role in the
contribution to the nonlinear phase, and the plasma effect
nplasma equals nearly zero because the pulse intensity is too
weak to generate sufficient free electrons. Once filamentation
is formed, plasma defocusing combined with diffraction balances self-focusing of the Kerr effect, and nplasma starts to
rise quickly. Comparing the two peaks in Fig. 1(a), the vertical
gap between the B and P integrands at the second peak is
significantly wider than at the first one, which means the beam
spot is smaller, and the magnitude of the diffraction effect is
higher at the second peak. While Fig. 1(b) demonstrates the
simulated pulse intensity variation and pulse energy attenuation as functions of pulse propagation length, we find that
energy loss mainly occurs in the region where the P integrand
rises up to the same order of magnitude as the Kerr effect
(B integrand), which is also consistent with the energy loss
in the NEE [the last two terms in Eq. (1)] being introduced
by the plasma density. Meanwhile, in the shadow area in
Fig. 1(b), where the plasma density is high, the pulse intensity
drops quickly, and the energy loss stops at the end, implying
where the filament takes place. Overall, the ionization takes
a minor effect until the pulse propagates to 1.6 mm, and
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FIG. 2. Evolutions of B and P integrals as functions of (a) beam radius, (b) pulse energy, (c) medium length, and (d) pulse duration. When
each single parameter changes in the simulation, other ones remain constant and the same as in Fig. 1(a).

the corresponding intensity is 1.07 × 1013 W/cm2 , which is
the threshold when the ionization starts to play a major role.
Figure 1(a) shows similarly that the ionization rises sharply at
1.6 mm.
Figure 2 shows evolutions of B and P integrals as different
input parameters of the laser pulse change individually. When
the input beam radius increases, both B and P integrals decrease simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Once the radius
becomes larger than a certain value (∼0.12 mm), the pulse intensity (1.05 × 1013 W/cm2 ) is not enough to generate plasma
in the medium, and the Kerr effect becomes dominant. At this
point, the low B-integral value also indicates weak spectral
broadening. Meanwhile, as we discussed in the last paragraph
about the vertical gap of B and P integrands, it is clear that
the diffraction over the entire propagation becomes stronger
with the increment of pulse energy in Fig. 2(b), foreboding a
longer filamentation channel at higher pulse energy if filament
occurs, while Fig. 2(d) reflects a similar physical mechanism
with the change of input pulse width. Then the integrals as
functions of the medium length reflect where the filament

locates, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The P integral stays almost
constant when the medium length increases beyond 2 mm,
which means optical clamping disappears at 2 mm, where the
pulse intensity is 9.7 × 1012 W/cm2 . In general, this intensity
(∼1 × 1013 W/cm2 under the condition in our simulation) is
such a threshold that, when the pulse intensity is lower than
this value, the Kerr effect is dominant, and the plasma density
is not enough to have a significant effect on the broadening
process (P integral is almost zero). When the intensity is
greater than this threshold, the P integral begins to accumulate
significantly. The P integral provides a quantitative and distinct description of the plasma-induced effect, better than the
plasma density itself, which is nonzero (∼1.1 × 1014 mm–3 )
at this intensity.
Photon ionization in the spectral broadening process takes
three stages with the growth of the laser pulse energy. At the
first low ionization stage, the Kerr effect is dominant, and
ionization is negligible. In the second high ionization stage, as
the pulse intensity goes over 1 × 1013 W/cm2 , the plasma effect increases rapidly and works in conjunction with the Kerr
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FIG. 3. The mapping relationship between the initial and final spectra and the laser propagation parameters.

effect to produce a series of nonlinear phenomena including
filamentation. Finally, the avalanche ionization threshold is
reached if the pulse intensity keeps growing, and the medium
suffers irreversible ionization damage, which is the overionization stage.
The evolution of the two integrals as pulse duration varies
shows that shorter pulses induce a stronger Kerr effect than
longer ones under the same pulse intensity due to the steeper
edges of the pulse envelop in time domain, as shown in
Fig. 2(d). When a short pulse enters the medium, the magnitude of SPM is higher than a long pulse. Considering that the
plasma effect sets in much later than the Kerr effect, as shown
in Fig. 1(a), it appears that, before a short pulse experiences
the plasma effect, SPM has already provided a substantial
amount of spectral broadening. However, a long pulse has to
go through a lengthy and weak SPM process until filament is
acquired; thus, to get the same degree of spectral extension,
a longer pulse suffers more of the plasma effect, which has
already been proved to cause more phase uncertainty [126].
Therefore, short pulses cause less coherent loss in nonlinear
propagation than long ones [127].
IV. MACHINE LEARNING AND NEURAL NETWORK

In the field of machine learning, the MLP has been proved
to be capable of approximating continuous functions [124].
Therefore, we employ a fully connected MLP to fit the procedure of solving the NEE numerically to simulate the spectral
broadening process. In principle, the MLP network is capable
of computing propagation parameters, only needing the initial
and final spectra for the laser propagation through a piece
of solid medium. To map the relationship between the input
and output spectra and initial laser parameters as well as B
and P integrals, the physical problem of pulse propagation
needs to be adapted to match the framework of the MLP.
We define X = {spe1 , spe2 , . . . , spei , . . . , speM } as the input
data in the training database for the MLP, where M is the
size of the database, i is the index of the dataset in the

database which goes from 1 to M, and spei including inspei
and f ispei represent the ith set of pulse spectra before and
after spectral broadening process and are one-dimensional
vectors that contain 3000 elements each. The output data is defined as Y = {para1 , para2 , . . . , parai , . . . , paraM }, where
parai = {Ei , ri , T FW HMi , Bi , Pi }. The items in parai are,
respectively, the initial pulse energy, beam spot radius, pulse
duration, and the values of B and P integrals. All these items
are scalar values indicating laser propagation characteristics,
and the relationship between X and Y is shown in Fig. 3.
Machine learning is a data-driven process and requires a large
training database to ensure the accuracy of computation. Here,
we implement a two-stage method to build a mapping relationship between X and Y .
At the first stage, we apply an autoencoder to reduce
the size of the spectral data array to prevent overfitting and
improve the speed of convergence in the following training process. The spectral data (arrays of 3000 elements) are
encoded into feature vector arrays of five elements by an autoencoder network of eight encoder layers, as shown in Fig. 4.
Then the encoded spectral data are introduced into the MLP
network. After the training of the MLP, the encoded spectral
data arrays (1 × 5) are decoded with a decoder network to
restore the original data structure (1 × 3000). The network
of the encoder and decoder is trained with 3000 spectra by
unsupervised training separated from the training of the MLP
network.
In the second stage, the encoded spectral data are introduced into the MLP. The MLP has three parts. The first is
the input layer, which is mainly used to import and collate
the encoded spectral data. Then the data are handed over to
the hidden layers (256 nodes in each layer), and a series of
fully connected operations are executed between every two
layers to ensure the high accuracy of the network. Finally,
the output layer composed of five nodes is used to calculate
the Y set as the output of the network. The structure of the
two-stage neural network including the autoencoder and the
MLP is shown in Fig. 5.
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network several times, until the loss value calculated with the
presorted testing subset does not decrease further. It is worth
noting that the cost functions, which are the average of the loss
functions of all the training data, of the abovementioned two
stages are different because the training of the autoencoder is
unsupervised while the MLP network training is supervised.
For the first stage, the cost function is
costae (θd , θe ) =

M

 (i)


x − Dθ Eθ [x (i) ] ,
d
e

(5)

0

FIG. 4. Spectral data processing. The autoencoder is composed
of an encoder and a decoder. The input of the encoder is a spectral
data array. After passing through eight hidden layers, a feature vector
with five elements is obtained. The input data of the decoder are
the feature vector, and the spectral data array are restored after eight
hidden layers.

For the activation function selection of the two-stage neural
network, we abandon the traditional ones such as Sigmod,
tanh, or ReLU but apply the sine function [128]. The main
reason is those traditional functions are ineffective in simulating fine details and spatiotemporal coupling problems, while
the sine function is found to be the most suitable in solving
partial differential equations such as the NEE.
When training the network, 1800 sets of data calculated
from the NEE are implemented, which are divided into training and testing subsets by a ratio of 95 to 5% randomly. In
general, the ratio between training and testing subsets does
not contribute to the final prediction results, but we find our
prediction accuracy becomes worse when we raise the weight
of the testing subsets, and this situation may be alleviated if
we increase the total number of the datasets. In the training
process, the division of all the data into training and testing
subsets is executed once unless a new training program starts.
However, the data in training subsets may be injected into the

FIG. 5. Structure of the neural network. The original and broadened spectra pass through the same encoder and serve as the
multilayer perceptron (MLP) input data. After three hidden layers,
the predicted parameters as the output of MLP are the initial laser
parameters (pulse width, beam size, and pulse energy) and the nonlinear B and P integrals.

where θd and θe are the tunable hyperparameters of the decoder and encoder, respectively, Dθd and Eθd are the output
data calculated by the decoder and encoder, and x (i) is the ith
set of spectral data including the input and broadened spectra.
After the network in the first stage is well trained, the cost
function of the second stage is defined as
costmlp (θ ) =

M

 (i)


y − MLPθ Eθ [x (i) ] .
e

(6)

0

The difference between these two cost functions is the
reference parameter. For the autoencoder, the reference is the
spectrum itself, while for the MLP, the target parameters y(i)
in the mapping set Y are applied as the reference. Finally, an
Adam optimizer is used in the training, as it is one of the most
widely used optimizers [129]. When we apply the numerical
simulation results in the training of the neural network, the
predictions are excellent, as shown in Fig. 6. The plots in
Fig. 6 show the accuracy of prediction of each parameter
computed by the network. The predicted values (orange circles) in all five plots fit well with the actual values (blue line)
calculated in simulation, which means the predicting accuracy
of a well-trained MLP is comparable with the numerical simulation of the NEE.
At the same time, we also investigate the ability of
the trained network in out-of-range computation. In Fig. 7,
the black dashed line is the value of initial pulse energy in
the NEE simulation that we want the network to compute,
while the orange filled area is the distribution of several values
computed by the network trained with a database covering
initial pulse energy from 0.01 to 0.03 mJ. The results in Fig. 7
show that the computation of the network matches the target
values in the simulation very closely in the training range,
diverges from the target values, and exhibits an uncertainty
up to ∼50% once the initial pulse energy goes beyond the
training range. The uncertainty of the computation (the width
of the orange band in Fig. 7) shows two features. First, the
computations always follow the target energy values inside
and outside the training data range. Second, the uncertainty
decreases as the energy approaches the training range from
the outside, and at 0.005 and 0.035 mJ (0.005 mJ away from
the borders of the training range), the uncertainty drops to
∼25%. These features indicate that, although the ability of a
fully connected neural network to make computations outside
its training range is limited, the computation results outside
are still quite reasonable, and the closer to the training range,
the better the result.
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FIG. 6. Performance of the trained neural network in computing pulse energy, beam radius, pulse duration, and B and P integrals based on
simulation dataset. The deviation between predicted value (orange circles) and simulated value (blue lines) is labeled on the right side of each
plot, which reveals a high computation accuracy of all five parameters. The index of the dataset along the x axis corresponds to the testing
dataset chosen from the X −Y database. Here, 50 datasets are selected as the testing set from the whole database randomly.
V. EXPRIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF LASER
PARAMETERS AND SPECTRA

To bring the MLP predictions closer to reality and obtain
the unmeasurable B and P integrals from experiments for realworld observation of nonlinear propagation properties as well
as obtain the initial pulse parameters for spectral broadening
optimization in real time, we need to combine simulation and
experiment data together to train the network and compute
laser parameters from experimental data. Through this operation, the propagation process can be traced back by the neural
network, and the information of the initial pulses and their
experienced nonlinearity can be extracted from the experimental spectra, which is impossible in a standard propagation
equation solution and is particularly suited in spectroscopic
studies of laser-matter interaction. The training data acquired from experiments ensure the accuracy of subsequent
experimental parameter prediction with the presence of experimental noise, which is crucial in neural network redress.
We obtain relevant pulse and spectral data in experiments
under the same conditions as we use in the numerical simulations of the NEE. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8.
The laser system is a homebuilt Ti : sapphire regenerative amplifier [130], and we use a polarization attenuator to control
the pulse energy. A 2-mm-thick sapphire plate is used as the
nonlinear medium, which is placed on a translation stage to
adjust the beam spot size on it. We choose sapphire instead
of fused silica because sapphire has a larger n2 so that the
nonlinear effect is stronger under the same laser condition.
The sapphire plate is cut perpendicular to the crystal axis,
and we keep the pulses propagating along the crystal axis to
avoid birefringence. A pair of wedges are inserted before the
sapphire plate for beam sampling, and the reflection of the first
surface is sent to a charge-coupled device (CCD; DataRay) to
measure the beam radius. Here, we mark the relative position
of the sapphire plate to the focal point and put the CCD

at the same distance to ensure the real beam radius on the
plate is measured by the CCD. Meanwhile, we use a Dazzler
(Fastlite) to accurately control the pulse duration and measure
the pulse width (and temporal shape) by a Wizzler (Fastlite).
The spectra are taken by a spectrometer (Ocean Optics). By
measuring the input pulse energy, duration, beam radius on the
sapphire plate, and spectra before and after the sapphire plate,
we collect all the quantities necessary to compare with the
numerical simulation and to establish experimental datasets
for the training of the MLP network. The laser conditions are
pulse energy 10 to 30 μJ, pulse width 30 to 100 fs, and beam
radius 100 to 200 μm on the sapphire plate. In experiments,
we find that the laser power instability is ∼1% measured
by a power meter (Coherent) over 15 min, the uncertainty
of pulse width measurement is ∼3 fs, and for beam radius,
the uncertainty is ∼20 μm. When the experimental data are

FIG. 7. Computation of the target parameters in an extended
range. Here, we take pulse energy as an example. The orange filled
area shows the computation uncertainty. The computed values match
well with target values in the training data range (0.01 to 0.03 mJ),
and the computation uncertainty increases when the energy moves
out of the training range.
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FIG. 8. The schematic diagram of the experimental setup to
collect initial laser pulse parameters as well as spectra before and
after the nonlinear medium. The optics to measure the spectrum
before the nonlinear medium are not shown. HWP: half-wave plate,
TFP: thin film polarizer, BS: beam splitter, PM: plane mirror, FL:
f = 150 mm focus lens, WP: wedge pair, SP: sapphire plate, OAP:
off-axis parabolic mirror, CCD: camera to measure beam size, Wizzler: device to measure pulse width. In principle, there is no special
requirement to the input laser pulse in experiments if it generates
spectral broadening in the nonlinear medium. However, considering
the consistency of parameters with the numerical simulations and
reasons discussed in the text, we set the input pulse to be close to the
Fourier transform limit.

used in the training, the uncertainties will finally propagate
into the uncertainty in the computations of the neural network. In the experiments, we totally obtain ∼350 sets of data.
Although it is hard to quantify how the measurement uncertainty affects the training, when training the network with
experiment data only, the result is far from ideal. The main
reasons are insufficient number of datasets and the noise in
the measurement, resulting in misfitting of the network. Since
there is no uncertainty in the simulation, training with both
experimental and simulation data resolves this issue. At the
same time, to avoid overfitting with the simulation data only
and improve the accuracy of experimental prediction, including experimental data in the training database is necessary.
Among all the parameters of femtosecond pulses, it is always
difficult to measure the spectral phase in experiments. All
the phase measurements are indirect, and numerical iterative
algorithms are usually involved to retrieve the values of the
phase, which makes the uncertainty of the phase measurement
not only large but hard to be estimated as well. Therefore, we
decided to use only the spectra before and after the nonlinear
medium as the input parameters for the MLP network and
abandon the spectral phase for the time being. It is generally
understood and reported by previous researchers that, without the phase information, machine learning can still make
successful predictions with spectral information only [131].
We also take transform-limited or close to transform-limited
pulses as the input for both experimental and simulation data
collections to further reduce the influences of the spectral
phase in this paper. Meanwhile, it is crucial in the training
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FIG. 9. Computing the initial pulse parameters from the experimentally measured spectra. The computed values (orange circles) fit
well with reference experimental data (blue curves), especially the
results of pulse duration. The reference data are extracted from the
350 sets of experimental data randomly and are not included in the
training dataset for the network to ensure reliability.

process that the spectral width is given more weight than the
exact spectral shape to make sure the fitting precision for
both experiment and simulation data because details of the
spectral shape are subject to the noise and uncertainty in the
experiments and numerical calculations, causing overfitting in
the training process. In summary, hybrid data are used in our
training database to map the relationship between initial pulse
properties and spectra before and after the solid medium,
where the simulation part is for data-deficient recoupment and
experimental part for network redress.
Finally, we combine simulation and experiment data together to train the network and compute laser parameters from
the reference experimental datasets. The computed and measured values are shown together in Fig. 9, which shows clearly
that our trained network has computed the values successfully. The computed pulse duration has the best performance
among all the parameters, mainly because of its larger training
database. In principle, if we could have collected enough
data in experiments to train a more sophisticated network, we
may be able to employ such a network in femtosecond pulse
temporal measurement due to its accurate computation of the
pulse width. Moreover, new parameters may be incorporated
into the network and the training database so that the network
may compute more characteristic values of the laser pulse
and propagation. However, in this paper, the accuracy of the
computation of experimental data is not as good as that for
simulation data. There are two major issues. One is that the
NEE does not consider higher order nonlinearities so that the
numerical result does not simulate the actual experimental situation completely. The other is that the uncertainty and noise
in experimental measurement are not considered in the MLP
network. Solving these issues is the goal of our subsequent
work.
Although it is impossible to establish a training database
of nonlinear effects experimentally because B and P integrals
cannot be directly measured, we have constructed the relations
between spectra and two main spectral broadening processes
with numerical simulations. Combining both simulation and
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the output spectral phase, so that a balancing point between
the wider spectrum and better phase condition may be sought
in experiments.
VI. SHAPE OF THE BROADENED SPECTRA

FIG. 10. Computing the nonlinear phases (B and P integrals)
from experimental spectra, which are collected under the laser conditions where the pulse energy is 21 μJ, beam radius is 0.1109 mm,
and pulse width changes from 40 to 95 fs. B and P integrals simulated
by the nonlinear envelope equation (NEE) are plotted in comparison.
The computed and simulation results as functions of pulse width are
consistent.

experiment data in the training database is successful for this
preliminary verification, as we have shown here, and provides a solid foundation for future applications of the MLP
network in experiments to achieve real-time computation of
the nonlinear parameters. From the perspective of the neural
network structure, the computation of initial pulse parameters
and B and P integrals are intercoupled. It is easy to understand that all the parameters inside a fully connected neural
network are linked with each other by the hidden layers,
which means, when we apply experimentally measured data
(pulse energy, beam radius, and pulse width) in a well-trained
network whose original training data are from simulation, the
network is modified, and the computation gets closer to reality. This procedure will not only affect the computation of the
experimental parameters but also the B and P integrals. The
computation accuracy of initial pulse parameters, as shown
in Fig. 9, reflects the accuracy of the two nonlinear integrals
indirectly, so that the computation of B and P integrals is also
reliable.
Figure 10 shows the evolution of computed nonlinear
phases (B and P integrals) as the pulse width changes. These
two integrals are in fact functions of laser intensity, which is
measured indirectly via pulse energy, pulse width, and beam
radius in the experiments. While keeping the pulse energy
and beam radius unchanged, we plot the nonlinear integrals
as functions of pulse width. Although the integrals cannot
be measured experimentally, a well-trained MLP network can
compute the integrals from measured spectra so that a comparison with numerical simulation results is made, as shown
in Fig. 10. The regression curves of computed data points
match well with the simulation curves, which means that we
have successfully quantified Kerr and plasma effects as the
major nonlinearities in supercontinuum generation by the B
and P integrals and obtained their values via experimentally
measured spectra by a trained MLP network for the first time.
These nonlinear integrals are effective tools to guide the optimization of the spectral broadening process and to analyze

In supercontinuum generation, as the laser intensity rises
(by either raising the pulse energy or shortening the pulse
width), the output spectrum changes from a Gaussian form
to an irregular shape which is broadened on both the
long-wavelength [or low frequency (LF)] side and the shortwavelength [or high frequency (HF)] side. Here, we analyze
a simulated spectrum integrated within a central zone of
<0.1 mm around the beam axis. The central integrated spectrum is used for the comparison with the experimental
spectrum, which is acquired by taking a small part of the beam
near the center into the spectrometer. How the broadening
occurs depends on the nonlinear effects the pulse experiences
as it propagates through the medium. In general, SPM causes
symmetric spectral broadening, while self-steepening and the
plasma effect cause asymmetric broadening to the HF side. As
our MLP network is trained with simulated and experimental
data, a relationship between the output spectrum and the nonlinear effects in the propagation is established and encoded
in the network so that, as we showed earlier, the network can
compute the nonlinear integrals from the spectrum. To quantify such a relationship, we evaluate the frequency widths of
the spectrum and integrated spectral densities (ISDs), which
are the total signal strengths on the LF or HF sides, as well
as the nonlinear integrals as the input pulse energy varies, and
plot the results in Fig. 11.
As the pulse energy increases, the output spectrum is
broadened on both HF and LF sides. The HF (LF) frequency width is measured from the central frequency (3.75 ×
1014 Hz, 800 nm) to the point where the density of the spectrum drops to 10–3 of the peak value. Figure 11(a) shows that
the LF width rises at almost a constant slope, while the growth
of the HF width appears to have a knee point <0.02 mJ, which
implies that the spectral broadening by ionization has reached
a threshold. Beyond this threshold, ionization causes significant instability in the phase of broadened spectrum [132,133].
At the threshold, the P integral equals 9.66 (≈3π ), as shown in
Fig. 11(b). To avoid instability of the broadened spectrum, the
P integral needs to be kept below this value in few-cycle pulse
generation setups, and this P-integral threshold could be a
guide in design and operation of a spectral broadening system
like the required specific B-integral values in fiber amplifiers
[121,134,135] and spectral broadening by a multipass cell
[136]. When the pulse energy goes >0.02 mJ, although the
HF width increases more slowly, as shown in Fig. 11(a), the
P integral still grows at almost the same speed, as shown in
Fig. 11(b), indicating that the nonlinear phase shift from the
ionization effect after this point does not contribute to spectral
broadening as much as before.
To further investigate the spectral change at the abovethreshold stage, we calculate the ratio of ISDs of the HF
and LF sides, shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 11(b). It is
clear that, below the threshold, the ISDs of both sides are
roughly the same, and this part is identified as the first stage,
where the densities of the HF and LF sides grow with similar
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FIG. 11. Spectrum broadening as the pulse energy rises. (a) The frequency width variation of the final output spectrum. (b) The nonlinear
integrals and the ratio of integrated spectral densities of the high frequency (HF) and low frequency (LF) sides as functions of the input pulse
energy.

speeds and the LF density is slightly larger, while the HF
width extends further, as shown in Fig. 11(a). In the second
stage, the extension of HF is restrained, and the growing of LF
dominates. Finally, as the input pulse energy goes >0.025 mJ
(and the P integral goes >14.16, which is ≈4.5π ), the HF
density increases sharply in the third stage, which is probably
due to a large increase of ionization.
A careful comparison between Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) implies that the spectral shapes in the three stages are quite
distinct. The spectrum is more or less symmetric in the first
stage. In the second stage, the LF side extends more and
gains more density as well so that the spectrum looks broader
and heavier on the LF side. In the third stage, the LF side
keeps extending, but the HF side gains more density so that
the spectrum still looks broader on the LF side but heavier on the HF side. This evolution of the spectral shape is
consistent with common observations in spectral broadening
experiments when the pulse energy or intensity is increasing. However, these two nonlinear integrals, especially the
P integral, provide more detailed information about how the
spectral broadening takes place and is affected by ionization,
and they are effective tools to analyze, quantify, and optimize
the spectral broadening process.
VII. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NEE AND THE MLP

Solving the NEE with the split-step method is fundamental and the most reliable way to study pulse propagation
numerically, and the MLP method is unable to replace the
NEE completely because the mapping between the spectra
and nonlinearities is constructed by the NEE, and most of the
training data of the MLP is generated by the NEE. Meanwhile,
the range of MLP prediction is also determined by the range
of the training data produced by NEE simulations. Although
the neural network will perform better when a more flexible
model and a larger training database are employed, the large
number of calculations required to construct such a training
database may bring a great computational burden. However,

the MLP method has several unique features that the NEE
does not.
Firstly, the MLP network has high computing efficiency,
and it takes only a few milliseconds for the MLP to compute a
single propagation process on a regular office computer, much
shorter than hours of solving the NEE. Even though it takes
a large amount of time to collect training data and to train
the network, the expense is restrained and controllable. Once
the range of the laser parameters is defined, the collection of
training data is straightforward with parallel computing (the
calculation of 1800 groups of data on a super cloud computing
platform lasts for ∼2 days without human supervising), and
the experimental data collection could be processed faster
by programed electronic control equipment. Our well-trained
MLP was built within 4 days; after that, the MLP may be
employed in calculations of the spectral broadening process
with a sapphire plate if the parameters are within the training
range. Without the MLP network, a new numerical solution
of the NEE is required every time the parameters are changed.
Therefore, the construction of the neural network for propagation prediction is once for all. The high speed of the network
prediction could support real-time feedback in experiments,
which will contribute significantly in experimental research
of ultrafast spectroscopy.
Secondly, it is difficult to introduce noise and higher order
nonlinearities in a standard NEE, and approximations have
been made in the deduction of the NEE, so that it is not
reliable to match the NEE simulation results with experimental measurement. On the contrary, the neural network is data
driven and can combine the simulation results from the NEE
with experimental data, so the MLP may push the simulation
results closer to reality. Under a certain pulse propagation
condition, with experimental data in the training database, the
MLP method is more realistic and accurate than the NEE.
Meanwhile, as discussed in Sec. V, the B and P integrals as
well as pulse initial parameters are contained implicitly in the
shape of the broadened spectrum. Only with a neural network
may one extract such information while the traditional NEE
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is unable to do this kind of inverse calculation. Our result
showing the prediction of the MLP is consistent with experimental data (Figs. 9 and 10), indicating that a well-trained
MLP can help us investigate a certain laser-matter interaction
experimental system with measured spectra only and quantify
the implicitly involved nonlinearities. This is what the NEE
cannot achieve, as it can only calculate the nonlinear integrals
and the final spectrum from the initial pulse conditions.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we define a P integral, like the B integral
commonly used in laser amplification and nonlinear optics, to
illustrate the change of nonlinear refractive index and phase
induced by plasma as well as the strength of ionization.
The P and B integrals describe, characterize, and compare
the two key processes, ionization and the Kerr effect, with
each other in supercontinuum generation or as short laser
pulses propagate through a medium in general. We perform
numerical simulations to solve the 2D + 1 NEE to predict
the final output spectrum as well as calculate the integrals
for the propagation of femtosecond laser pulses through a
solid medium. In our numerical simulations, by comparing
these two integrals as the laser pulses propagate through the
medium and by comparing the integrals as we vary the laser
parameters, we find that the Kerr effect sets in to broaden
the spectrum earlier in the propagation and under lower laser
intensity; as the intensity goes over ∼1 × 1013 W/cm2 , the
plasma effect increases rapidly while causing significant energy loss. The numerical results also show that the Kerr effect
provides a substantial amount of spectral broadening before
the laser pulse starts to experience the plasma effect if the
input pulse is short enough, indicating that a short pulse is
advantageous in spectral broadening and to avoid the plasma
effect comparing with a longer one. The P integral along
with the traditional B integral provides a practical method to
investigate, distinguish, and quantify the hidden and entangled
nonlinear processes in supercontinuum generation with much
better clarity.
Furthermore, we employ a fully connected neural network
to fit the procedure of solving the NEE numerically to simulate the spectral broadening process to establish a mapping
relationship between input and broadened spectra and initial
laser parameters as well as B and P integrals as femtosecond
pulses propagate through a piece of solid medium. We use
datasets from both experiments and simulations for the training of the MLP network to avoid overfitting and improve the
accuracy of real-time computations in experiments. A welltrained MLP network can find propagation parameters, only
needing the spectra of the laser pulses, and the computation
is almost instant. In experiments, this capability provides not
only a scheme to characterize the input pulse in real time
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